Disassembly. Pull rear of trigger guard (42) back and down from stock (16). Remove trigger housing assembly (39) intact from bottom of stock. Barrel and receiver assembly can now be separated from top of stock. Insert receiver (1) and disengage follower rod (35) from follower arm (34); remove follower rod and operating rod spring (36) to rearward. Punch follower arm pin (37) out of receiver and lift bullet guide (30), follower arm (34) and operating rod catch (31) out from bottom of receiver; slide and follower (29) may then be lifted out bottom of receiver. Pull operating rod (8) to rear, pulling rod up and away from receiver to disengage it from bolt (22); then pull it down and backward to withdraw from receiver. Slide bolt (22) forward while lifting upward and outward with a rotary motion to remove from receiver. Reassemble in reverse order.